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DIGEST:

Where request for reconsideration presents
no evidence demonstrating an error in fact
or law an&t no arguments not previously con-
sidered, prior decision is affirmed.

The General Services Administration (GSA) requests
-reconsideration of our decision of June 15, 1982,
B-200939.2, et al., in which we reversed a GSA audit
action in part, We concluded that a tactical air cargo
transporter and loader (ACT) was an over-the-highway
vehicle and, therefore, covered by item 30(B)(1) of
American Farm Lines, tnc, (AFL), Tender 345, Since the ,. 

Government. failed to comply with the released valuation
requirement of item 30(B), Tender 345 rates therefore

* ~~were not applicable, and higher tariff rates were due
AF1L for -the shipment of the ACT.

Specifically, in our decision, we stated that:

"The tactical air cargo loader descrip-
tive literature submitted by GSA states that

4,s the tactical air cargo loader is a trans-
,1. ~~~porter and loader and is a vehicle with a cab,

* ~~~'designed to traverse rough terrain with a
25,000 pound load, and will carry a 36,000
pound load on paved surfaces.' In our view,
this article is covered under 30(B)(l) because1; ~ ~ ~ t san over-thq-highway truck used for

tranporttionofrnroperty."l

GSA points out that the descriptive literature
referred to in our decision also states that the
operational width of the ACT is 150 inches (12 feet,#

6 inches), its maximum speed is 15 miles per hour and,
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thus, cannot be considered an over-the-highway
vehicle. GSA also notes that while the illustr tions
in the brochure show the vehicle operating on rough
terrain, paved airport runways, taxi strips and'parking
aprons, it does not otherwise indicate that the vehicle
was designed to be operated on public highways.

We affirm our prior decision.

In rendering our decision concerning the ACT, we
considered the vehicle's characteristics, It was our
conclusion that, when read as a whole, the descriptive
literature regarding the ACT indicated it waslan over-
the-highway vehicle, For example, the brochure states
the ACT is "ideal for use at forward bases," whivh
includes bases not in the continental United States
where the "highways" may not be as traversable as in
the United States. Apparently, the ACT is for use on
both rough terrain and paved surfaces, The fact that
the vehicle is overdimensional or travels at reduced
speeds does not preclude its use on a highway, and the
brochure clearly indicates it is dusigned to transport
property. GSA has submitted no evidence to support its
view that State permits could not be obtained for the
vehicle's use on highways or that it is not designed
for the transportation of property.

Since this request for reconsideration presents no
evidence demonstrating an error in fact or law and no
arguments not previously considered, our prior decision
is affirmed. American Van Storage, Inc.--Reconsidera-
tion, B-19295lr March 17, 1980.
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